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The CHAIRMAN (United Kingdom)~ I declare open the one hundred and nineteenth 

plenary meeting of the Conference of the E~~hte~n--Nation. Committee on Disarmament. 

--
. Mr. KURKA (Czechoslovakia) (translation from Russian)~ At our meet~ng on 

1 April, the representative of Poland and, particularly, the representative of the . . 

Soviet Union brought forward some interesting facts published at the beginning of 

March 1963 about the discussions in the United States Senate on the question of the 

cessatibri of nUclear weapon tests (ENDC/PV.ll6, pp. 7-8, 19-22). In our opinion, 

those facts sho\ol in an interesting light the position \olhich the ~elegations of the 

Western Po¥~ers have hitherto taken in our negotiations ,and they also explain ¥~by 

these negotiations have so far produced no concrete results. 

At the same meeting on 1 April the delegations of the United Kingdom and the 
.; . . ' ... 

United States submitted for our consideration a memorandum .regarding their position 
. ; . • • ,. , I ., • ' 

on the question of the cessaticm of nucl~~ \oleapon tests -- I refer to document ENDG/78. 
We are perfectly justified in noting that that memorandum bro,ugh~ nothing new ~o our 

negotiations. It merely repeated the previous position of the Western Pololers, the 
:· j.• 

inconsistency of "'hich had ·already been demonstrated many times before by the 
.... . , • ..... . •..•.• ,!, • 

delegations of the socialist countries. This has become particularly clear in the 
• ! ' ' 

light of the ne\ol facts which have been cited . by the delegations of Poland and the 

Soviet Union. The memorandum is obviously a continuation of the attempts of the 

Western delegations to avoid in these negotiations.any discussion of the main issue., 

namely the annual quota of on- site inspections, and to involve the negotiations in a 
. . . 

fruitless discussion of the technical details of inspection. But as long as. an 

agreement on the inspection quota has not been reached, such a discussion could only 

be, I would say, academic and would.; serve only as an end in itself. It could in no 

way contribute to ach;l~v_ing genuine progress in our negotiations and, lolhe.t is more, 

would create the illusion that seriops negotiations \olere being conducted. That, in our 

opinion, \olould mean deceiving lolorld _public opinion, "'hich is perturbed by the 

accelerati9n of the armaments race and the implementation of plans for spreading 

nuclear , wE3apo~ to ad9itional states, . particu4.rly to l-Ie stern _Germany. 
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The centre of gravity and . the main attention in the work of our Committee at 

the present stage of the negotiations on the cessation of nuclear weapon tests 

should, in our opinion, be directed towards achieving agreement on a quota of on-site 

inspections, This is the main element, the solution of \.fhich would open the way 

to the solution of all other outstanding problems. .. The key to the solution of this 

basic question is in the hands of the ~lestern Powe~~·. 
That is why we believe that the facts referred to in the United 3tates 3enate 

by Senator Humphrey (ENDC/82) and mentioned at our meeting on 1 April by the 

representatives -of the Soviet Union and Poland, cannot be dismissed as lightly as 

the representative of the United Kingdom, Sir Paul Mason, tried to do. Sir Paul 

said in this connexion: 

"I shall not take up the time of the Conference by going over again the 

ground covered by our Soviet colleague this morning on the relation of 

scientific assessment to political decisions. That has been done many 

times, and if anybody wishes to study the Western views they have been 

put on record on numerous occasions during the past weeks.n · 

(ENDC/fV,ll6, o.25) 

One can, of course, agree with the representative of the United Kingdom ·that a 

great deal has already been . said on that question by the delegations of the Western 

Powers in order to refute the arguments put forward by the delegations of ' the 

socialist countries. But that is precisely why the facts brought out by Senator 

Humphrey in the United States Senate are so intaresting - - facts which, I would say, 

unfortunately, have not been brought out by the United 0tates delegat ion in our 

Committee, The point is that Senator Humphrey in his statement refuted or at least 

showed up in a rather strange light certain main assertions on which the delegations 

of the Western Powers have hitherto been trying t o base their inconsistent position 

with regard to the use of national means of control over an agreement on the 

cessation of all nuclear tests, the importance of on-site inspection, an annual 

inspection quota and a number of othe r questions, That is why I do not think it will 

be superfluous to revert once again to certain questions which Senator Humphrey brought 

up in the United States Senate, 

It appears that the position of the delegations of the United States and the 

United Kingdom on the question of the control of underground nuclear t ests is far 

from being so firmly based on scientific data as their representatives are systematically 
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trying to make us believe. The delegates of the socialist countries have_ repeatedly 

pointed out t~at the obstacles in regard to reliable control which the Western 

Powe~s have been constantly placing in our path are artificially constructed.: and 

have no solid foundation. 

That is because there exist at the present tillle reliable means of control which 

would precluc . ..3 the possibility of violation by any State of the obligations asSUmed 

in a t:reaty on the cassation. Qf nuclear tests. Nevertheless, the representatives 

of the Western Powers go on making out that there is a tremendous danger of the 

treaty being violated, They speak as if possibl.e cheating would be a . terrible 

threat to the security and even the very existence of the .Western Powers. That 

question was considered by Senator Humphrey in his statement in the United states 

Senate on 7 March 1963, He said, among other things: 
11 It is argued that if the Soviets cheat on an agreement to stop 

testing they can force the United Sta_tes into surrendering completely 

to ,tl:'e Communists. That is poppycock • , • In the first place, it 

would be difficult for the Russians to conduct even one clandestine 

test without considerable risk, In the second place, it would be 

extremely d+.fficult to che.at on a series of tests, which is what any 

. v~?lator would want tp . do to attempt to gain a military advantage," ' 

, (ENDC/82, p.31) 

Furthermore, Senator Humphrey also pointed . out that even in the ev~nt of possible 

cheating its consequences -- according to the assessment of the United States 

Department of Defence .;,._ would be far from l;>aing such as the representatives · of the 

Western Powers are trying to make us believe, 

the same question, Senator Humphrey said: 

On 21 Harch in another statement on 

11Bu·; any conceivable advances in weaponry resulting from those teats 

could not affect significantly the strategic military balance between 

ourselves and the Soviet Union~" 

Such, then, is the view of Senator Humphrey on the possible consequences of 

cheating and violation of a treaty on the cessation of n~clear weapons tests and, in 

part_icular, on tl'!e possibil~ty of detecting attempts to cheat. . Nevertheless, the · 

representatives of the Western Powers in ou,r. .. Committee still .Persist- -in their attitude. 

Under the pretext of an exaggerated danger of cheating and the inadequacy of control, 

they are in fact blocking a ·successful conclusion to our negotiations. A.s I said before, 

those are tactics which are always used whenever the prospect of a speedy achievement . 

of agreement begins to emerge. 
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On the question of control over underground explosions there have been, in the 

past as in the present, many disputes, The representative-s of the Western Powers 

stubbornly denied, and continue to deny, the possibility of reliable control with the 

existing national means of detection. They assert that they have no reliable means 

of detection and that the methods of such control are unknown to them, 

I wish today to make a few remarks and to adduce some facts which will enable us 

to have a fuller picture of the position taken by the Western Powers on this question, 

and, of course, of the motives determining that position. 

First, the question of the effectiveness and reliability of control through the 

use of existing national .means, It is well known that a few months ago the 

representatives of the Western Powers attacked the delegations of the socialist 

countries in connexion with their view that control through the use of existing national 

means of detection is sufficiently reliable and effective, 

On that question also the statement made by 3enator Humphrey on 7 l~rch contains 

a number of interesting facts, The r epresentative of the Soviet Union, l{r, Tsarapkin, 

in his statement at the meeting on 1 April, has already quoted (EliDC/PV.l16, -pp,l9-22) 

the words of Senator Humphrey (ENDC/32, ·p.20), who said that the United States no 

longer needed internationally manned stations on Soviet territory since its existing 

means of detection and identification -- I stress, detection and identification --made 

this unnecessary, and he further noted that its capability to detect nuclear explosions 

was much greater than the American press had led people to believe on the basis of the 

information it had received from the United states Government. 

The importa.nce of national means of detection as a basis for effective oontrol 

was at last also recognized by Mr. Stelle at our meeting on 22 February (ENDC/PV,l0l,p,42). 

Nevertheless, our Western colleagues persist in their attempts to prove that national 

means of detection alone are inSufficient for r eliable control. Under that pretext 

they continue to insist on a large number of on:...site inspections. Contrary to the 

position of the socialist countries, whi ch maintain that' the question of the number of 

inspections is exclusively a political one, the delegations of the vlestern Powers assert 

that their demand for an unacceptably large number of inspections is based on certain 

scientific and technical data. The socialist delegationS have already pointed out on 

numerous occasions that manipulati ons of so- call ed scientific data are absolutely 

unconvincing. Eloquent f acts in that regar d based on the activities of the United 

States Congress have been brought forward, particularly by the representative of Romania, 

Mr, Macovescu, at our meeting on 6 11arch (BNDC/PV.l05, pp.ll-18), 
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In trying to bolster the s~y position of the West on that question, the . 

re:pre;sent~tive of the United State.s, . Mr. Stelle, stated, among other things, ·il;t our · 

t meeting .on ll. March 1963: 

~First, . the We ~t . has p.1blis hed numerous volumes of scien~itic data · 

and analysis which relate to its position,, all freely: available tp any . 

. : , pax: son. of any country who wa+ld wish to read· them," (ENDC/P1.107 1 p. 5) 
.. • •. . . ·.- . • .l . . • · · ·:, 

. . · H~weyer, certain circumst.ances show that :the United States bas by no means 
~ • ..l.- • - ' . 

.,. pub~ished all the, data it possesses: on this . question. It appear!!, as the delegations 

of the .sociali.st countries have repeatedly poinped out, that the United States. .... 

publishes ~nly the data and info~tion wh~ch serve to support its political position; 

and, on the ~thEir hand, it conceals and does. not p.tblish those scienti~ic data :which 

do .. not ~erv~ ~his purpose. With this approach to the matter, it .can hard.;t.y clailll: tpat 

its positio~ has a scientific basis. 

Very coge~t proCtf' that th,e .United. States has been acting preci-sely in thiar ~ay is, 

for inat&Ilce, the statement made b.y t~e Secretary of state, Mr. Dean Rusk;; in' the 
' - ... ~ ' . ,. . . . 

senate on 11 Mar~Sh, which has alr~ady }:>ae~ quoted at our me~rti~ on 1 April :~. ~he 

representative of the Soviet Union, Mr. Tsarapkin, (ENDC/Pl.ll6, p.22) ~ .'the · .. SeqTetary 

of State of the United States said, among othe.r thingsa .. · 

"The Unite~ States capability to detect violations of a nuclear test 

ban is better than can be revealed". 

In connexion. with. the question of the publication of scien.titic information and 

data available on the possibility of control over the observance of an agreement on the 

cessation of nuclear weapon tests, . I shou1.d l~e to dvell briefly on. one parti<:mlar fact. 

All those whq. pave :followed the nego~i~tions in our Commit.~ee during the past year, 
' . ' 

as well as the dis~sto~ 011 the cess~tion of teats at the seve~teenth session of the 
"' ~ 

United N~tions General . Assembly, · know very well that . one of the a.rgume~ts ·Very frequentl)' 

put forward by the delegatiODs of the Western Powers against the pos~ .. ~.19~ . -P.f. t~e 

socialist camtries in regard to the reliability of national means of control was the 

demand that · the . Soviet Union should ~blish the da:ta .it possesses ·on this question. The 

fact that. the Soviet Union, in view of the present situation, could n¢ satisfy ·those . · 

demands. has since been used· by the .Western Powers for attac'ks on the socialist countries. 

In particular, they accuse th~ Soviet Uni9n, sin,ce it :knows of such instruments and 

methods and does not p.tblish them, of •. taking '!lP~n ~tself "a t~~rible resJX:>nsibility", as 

vas stated, for instance, at the seventeenth session of the United Nations. General 

Assembly by the representative of the United Kingdcm. 
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But a,s t.:i;m.e goes on it becomes all the more evident that the Governments of the 

Western Powers are not at all so uninformed on this question as their representative.s 

would have us believe.- It appears that, just as in a number of other cases, their 

accusations and attacks on the Soviet Union regarding the publication of the relevant 

data are only: par,~ of a di~lomatic game. 

This question was also dealt with fairly extensively by Senator Humphrey in his 

statement in the Senate on 7 March 1963, From his words it appears above &11 that the 

United States possesses all the necessary data and information regarding the effectiveness 

and reliability of a control system using the existing national networks, At the same 

time it appears that as regards the publication of such information the situation is net 

at all .what Hr. stelletried to make us believe at the meeting on 11 l'1arch. On the 

contrary, Senator Humphrey complained quite frankly that in regard to control over the· 

cessation of nuclear tests there was much secret information to which not even the 

members of the legislative body, the United. ·States Congress, had access. 

As to th~ ability of the United States to detect nuclear tests in the territory 

of the SoTiet Unioh, Senator Humphrey said, inter alia: 

"This question of the identification of underground events .has become 

of such interest to my colleagues and others tha.t I have requested 

the administration to make available to. the public the above-mentioned 

5-year study of the detection and identification of underground events 

in the Soviet Union, This covers the period from 1958 through 1962 

and it .shows precisely how many events were detected and the ways in 

which they .can be judged to be identified in varying degrees, and the 

geographical areas in which they occur. This study shows clearly why 

the number of inspections and the number of detection stations can be 

reduced without in any way diminishing the effectiveness of verification. n· 

(ENDC/82, p. 24) 

It is clear that with regard to knowledge and information on the possibilities 

of control and detection of underground events there are certain reasons which prevent 

the Governments of some countries from publishing such information, The reasons 

determining the position of the Soviet Union on this question were mentioned by the 

represe~tative of the Soviet Union, Mr. Zorin, at the seventeenth session of the 

United Nations .General Assembly (A/C,l/PJ .1246, p.61). 
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But the ~tataoents of Senator Humphrey show. that t.~e Gov:ernment of tb~ii" : United 

States also possesse.s .the relevant scientific knowledge and data which it does not 

publish. There is~ however, a fundamental difference between th~ "po&ition of the 

Soviet Union and the position of the United States in regard to the way in which the 

Governinents of these two great Powers use the information at their disposal .in the 

negotiations for the ce.ssation of nuclear· weapon tests. The standpoint of the ·soviet 

Government with regard to an. agreement on the cessation. of nuclear.· tests and on control 

oYer the fulfilment of obligations is fully in keeping with the facts and scientific 

information at its disposal. 

The Government of the -united States obviously takes a different position in this 

matter, · The st~tEm!ents of Senate~ Humphrey show that the Government of the -United · 

States ha~- .the necessary ~.owledge .and al-so that the United states ·control system i~ 
much more effeCtive than the Western Press and certain United States official. spokesmen 

assert. Senator Humphrey is clearly sufficiently versed in the whole probrem to 

enable him to make such categorical statements. &lt the United States and its 

representatives in our Committee, as well as in other bodies; including the United 

Nations General Assembly, deny these facts, The information in the possession of the 

United States is kept secret for a perfectly clear and obvious purpose, namely, to 

justify the untenable position of the United States on the question of control over 

the cessation of t~sts and to prevent the achievement of an agreement on this question, 

as certain influential . circles in the United States obviously desire. 

Senator Humphrey threw an interesting light on this fact in his aforementioned 

statement of 7 March, when he showed that the strict system of' secrecy concerning 

scientific knowledge and data in the field of seismology in the United states 

"handcuffed" all those who are interested in the question of' a test ban. 

Another me11ber of the Senate, Senator· Clark~ showed even more clearly ·the 

politicaJ. basis underlying the United States-position when he said at the same session: 
111 share the concern or ,my friend" - that is, Senator Humphrey -

"that the industrial-l!illt~ry complex in this country is such 'an 

effective agent for promoting expenditures in the defense system, in 

the interest, really, of keeping the arms race going, that they blanket 

the .press with propaganda that tp.ey \l(ant to give to the American public, 

in the interest of why we are for tests. The other position is not 

given to the American public, and we are led to believe, b;y columnist 
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&fter .columnist, by scientists, even by Senators, that those who seek a 

test ban treaty seek ,something that is dangerous to our security •• ~" 

.. (ENDC/82, p, . .25 ) 

I believe that ·these statements . bY members of the Unite'd States 3enate, . whom, 

of course, no on~ . can, suspect of having any sympathy for the posit ion of the socialist 

countries on .the question of the cessation of nuclear weapon tests, show clearly 

enough who precisely, +n the United States, is -interested in having our negotiations . ~ ' 

lead to no result and in creating new obstacles in the way to an agreement, which has 

been opened up thanks to the flexible attitude of the Soviet Government. 

It is clear that the circles referred to by Senators Humphrey and Clark have in 

their ha~ds not only the press ·and other means of propaganda in the Uni'ted States, 

Their interests are obviously still having an important, if not decisive; influence on 
. : .· 

the shaping o~ the United state~ position in these -negotiations. · ·This is clearly 

confirmed also by the present situation in our Committee. ·· 

.The. response of the United States to the concessions rria.de by the Soviet Union 

was, in fac:t,,_ to put forward new demands and to adopt an even more rigid and 

intransigent position. The representatives of the lvesterh Powers have tried· to deny 

this fact, but responsible persons in the United States admit that thls was really so. 

In this connexion I shoUld like to refer again to Senator Humphrey's statement of 

7 March. In arguing against the opponents of an agreement on the cessation of nuclear 

tests, who criticize the present position of the United States Government, Senator 
.. 

Humphrey referred to the negotiations with the First Deputy Foreign Minister of the 

Soviet Union, Mr. Kuznetzov, and said: 

"When we reminded him (th~t is, Mr. Kuznetzov) -- because we ,;,anted to 

retain a negotiating position -- that we wanted to preserve an area · of 

agree~e~t, he reminded us that. we .were toughening our position and 

were making it more difficult. . . He was- a good deal more correct than 

were so:rne of our critics in the United States". (ENDC/82; p~34) 

It seems to me that that observation of Senator Humphrey needs no additional 
. . 

comment, It confirms sufficiently the supposition which we have expressed in the 

Committee, namely, that the main obstacle i~ our negotiations lies in the lack of 

interest on the part of the United states in achieving agreement on the prohibition 

of tests. .. 
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In conclusion, I should like to note that we fully realize that our statement today 

has not brought much that is nevi as regards fundamentals. tJ.J. the main facts, of which 

I lEve spoken today, have been brought out many times by our delegation, as well as by 

the delegations of the other socialist countries. lt!e only wanted to cite certain 

circumstances illustrating and confirming th e validity and correctness of our position. 

Vfe thought it appropriate to r evert to those matters even at the risk of drawing 

fror..~ the representatives of the We stern Powers the accusation that our statement does 

not contribute to the achievement of .progress in the negotiations or that by constantly 

repeating our point of view we are depriving the Cot1Il1ittee of valuable time which, in 

their opinion, might be used, for instance, to discuss secondary questions of a 

technical ~a~~e. 

But to those who level such accusations against us I should like to ·say that on . this~ 

question; that is, the question of what is useful and what is harmful to the achievement 

of progress in the work of our. Co:rnmittee, our view is somewhat different. We believe 

that it is useful to elucidate certain basic political facts which show the position 

taken by the Governments of the various countries with regard to the object of our 

negotiations, that is, vdth regard to the achievement of an agreement on the cessation of 

nuclear tests. On the other hru1d, we consider it as a waste of time to discuss technical 

questions of a secondary nature before we have reached agreement on the fundamental 

political prdblems, on the basis of >mich other technical and organizational questions 

could also be settled. 

It is obvious that the key to agreement, the importance of which there is no need ~o 

emphasize, is entirely in the hands of the West. If our negotiations which, thanks to the 

flexible position of the Soviet Union and the other soci~ist countries, have come so 

close to their go?]., become deadlocked again, the responsibility will lie with the ~ve~tern 

Powers. 

It is desirable that the responsible statesmen of the West should tinally take into 

account the insistent demands of .the peoples of the whole world and show readiness to 

c9me to an agreement on the basis. which would take into consideration the just interests 

of both sides. Perhaps the statements of Senator Humphrey to which I have referred so 

frequently in my statement today, may be taken as a ' sign that in the United States there 

~dll come to prevail at last a realistic appraisal of the situation and the views of 

t l1ose who recognize the urgency and importance of achieving an agreement on the cessation 
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of nuclear weapon t ests and its us efulness not only fron1 the standpoL~t of the int erest s 

of the people s of th e w;1ole >VOrld , but o.lso frOii.1 th e standpoint of the Unit ed States 

itself. 

l:Ir. STELLE (United St ates of li..l!lerica) : .:·,t a number of our past meetiniSs 

various del egations have revievved 1'1'here they think we stand on the qu estion of a nuclear 

vveapon test ban. On Monday last, l April, the Soviet r epr esent ative did so (3NDC/PV .ll6, 

pp. 16-23). My delegation would like to do so today, 

However, first vre should like tor eply to a point made on l I.pril by both the Polish 

r epr es entative (ibid., pp.7-8) and the Soviet repres ent ative (~., pp. 19-22), and 

today by th e Czechoslovak r epresentative in ccnn3xion l.li -tl-. :: nuclanr test ban. 

Tbs point concerned a speech deliver ed by Senat or Hubert Humphrey on the floor of 
.. 

the United States Senate on 7 Narch of this y ear. l"ly r eply is directed to the remarks of 

the Polish, the Soviet and the Czechoslovak r epresentatives. They us ed the old technique 

of selecting quotations out of context. Particularly in the case of the Soviet 

representative, the quotations ,,.,ere s el ected and pieced together in n. 1vay designed to try 

to prove a particular point. Ho1vev er, I subait that that selection of quotations distorted 

the meaning of Senator Htunphr ey' s statement. 

The Soviet r epr esent ative sought to show from the statement in which Senator Humphrey 

s aid that, under certain conditions, th ere mir~t be only twelve highly suspicious s eismic 

events in the Soviet Union that, consequently, the Unit ed States should accept the Soviet 

offer on on-site inspections. \Je are , of course, not displeased if this conclusion of the 

S)Viet r epresent ative mean s that h e has at long last cone a round to recognizing .that there 

is a scientific o:r t e chnical basis on 1eihich 1;;e can nake honest, admittedly pOlitical, 

judgements about the size of the quota. and its effectivenes s. There are , hovrever, a 

number of inaccuracies in t he Soviet r epresentative 1 s treatment of the quotntions from 

Senator Humphrey, and it is through a clarification of thos e inaccuracies that I wish to 

make clear the r eal meaning of '-'That Senator Humphrey s a.id. 

First, let me quota in full that portion of t ho statement made by Senator Humphrey 

from which the Soviet r epr esentative drew his erroneous conclusions. Senator Humphrey s aid: 

nit is a rgued that t he number of inspection s being proposed by the Unit ed 

States is not adequat e . The nunb er of inspections is adequate -vm en one compares 

the number 1·Jith the total number of ev ents in the Soviet Union that v.rould b e 
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highly suspicious. Lt one time the United States proposed to have 12 to 20 

inspections when it thought there might be as many as 70 to 100 unidentified 

underground events equal to a 19 kiloton explosion." (ENDC/82, p. 32) 

I wish to repeat that phrase: "70 to 100 unidentified events equal to a 19 kiloton 

explosion". 

Senator Humphrey continued: 
11 J'~t the same time we proposed not to inspect for three years any event which 

was below this size. In other words, for a 3 year period we were willing to 

forgo inspection altogether for all small underground tests, and we were 

proposing to inspect roughly 1 out of 5 unidentified events above the equivalent 

of 19 kilotons. 

·11Today we are proposing that all unidentified events be subject to inspection -

no more moratorium; no threshold -- even though we presumably are not worried about 

small tests any more than '"e were then. We simply think this provides greater 

deterrence to a cheater. As to large seismic events, the number of those that 

are really most suspicious, that is, thct give no indication of being an earthquake, 

number only about a dozert, as compared with the previous estinmte of from 70 to 

100. 11 (ibid.) 

I should like to repeat that sentence: 
11 I..s to large seismic events, the number of th )se that are really most suspicious, 

that is, that give no indication of being an earthquake, number only about a 

dozen, as compared with the previous estimate of from 70 to 100". 

Senator Humphrey then continued: 
11We can easily maintain the same ratio of inspections to number of events and 

have some inspections left over for the smaller events.'' (ibid.) 

That quotation is taken from the Daily Congressional Record, United States Senate, 

Eighty-Eighth Congress, First Session, page 3532• 

Two main facts are clear from that quotation -- two facts which the Soviet 

representative ignored or sought to slide over. 

First, S·~nator Humphrey, i'men he mentioned a dozen highly suspicious events, was 

clearly speaking about large events above the former treaty threshold of 4.75 seismic 

magnitude, which is roughly equivalent to n rruclear explosion of 19 kilotons yield in 

volcanic tuff. 
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Secondly, Senator Huruphr ey WGS discussing a very small number of large events which 

he called "highly suspicious", or 11oost suspicious 11 • That means that he was dealing with 

a group of events vTh.ic~ w~r:e above 19 kilotons in yield, and about which also there was 

absolutely no indication that any of them could have been an earthquake. They were events 

chosen from a much larger group of events above sei~,uc magnitude 4.75 which had.been 

detected, located, and not eliminated as earthquakes on the basis of the seismic data. 

On the first point -- that the nmubers of events to which Senator Humphrey was 

referring were all above the threshold of seismic magnitude 4.75 --all representatives 

are well avrare that we are . talking at t .his point in our discussions about a detection 

threshold considerably lovrer than magnitude 4. 75. In fact, it is a detection threshold 

around seismic magnitude 4.0. The 4.75 threshold was equivalent, as I .have said, to 

approximately a 19 kiloton explosion in volcanic tuff, tvhile seismic mc>.gnitude 4·•0 is 

equivalent roughly t o a range of 2 to 6 kiloton explosion in volcanic tuff. Consequently, 

tve are considering events 1vhich in some cases e.re some t en times smaller. 

Forexample, it is now estimated that there are roughly 900 shallow earthquakes 

throughout the world abvve seismic magnitude 4. 75. This figure compares roughly with some 

4,000 to 5,000 shallow earthquakes above sei~1ic magnitude 4.0 throughout the world. 

Therefore, Senator Huraphrey was speaking of about a dozen highly suspicio~s events. in the 

Soviet Urii-Jn above the former treaty threshold, but notv 1ve are talking about a treaty with 

no threshold and a detection system trith a capability of turning up events above magnitude 

4.0. This system obvi Jusly 1-v0uld detect a considerably larger number of events in the 

Soviet Union, including a large number which would not have been identified as earthquakes. 

On the second point, Senator Humphrey spoke of "highly suspicious" events. In the 

past our position on an inspection quota has been based on a percentage of unidentified 

seismic events -- that is, events which are n )t identified according to the treaty 

criteria.. There is, therefore,. a vast difference bet,,reen the number of "highly suspicious" . . · · ~·- ... .... ... , . .... ·.: . . ·. .. . -~ . .. ., '-~ . . . 

events, to which Senc..tor Humphrey we.s ref_e.rring, and Midentified ev.onts. In the case of 

the former, the selection is to a large. degree a subjective , unilateral process. In the 

case of the latter group -- unidentified eve,nts -- there are criteria by \vhich some 

earthquakes can be positively identified. 1~ other events are included in the large group 

of unidentified .events, some of tvhich may be more suspicious than others. Under present 

proposals for treaty criteria, vre believe -ther e may be in an average year as many as 150 

seismic events in the Soviet Union above s eismic magnitude 4.0 which still remain 
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unidentified. Naturally, caution should be exercised in fixing on any single figure 

because, as in the case of most natural phenomena, the occurrence of earthquakes in 

various areas of the world may vary considerably from one annual period to the next. 

Clearly, the attempt to tl·Iist Senator Humphrey's statement in order to try to make 

the case that he somehovt differed from the United States dclege.tion on what constitutes 

an adequate number of inspections cannot stand close scrutiny on the basis of Senator 

Humphrey! s own words. We hope that in future meetings we shall not be treated to· such 

tactics by the Soviet representative. 

Let me turn now to the main points which my delegation >fishes to make today. Over 

the past two months we have had an opportunity to hear expositions of the position of 

each side. Those positions could in large part be expected to be new because they could 

take account of various aspects of the change in positions brought about by the · 

correspondence (ENDC/73,74) between Chairman Khrushchev and President Kenneqy. However, 

we have found the position taken by tho Soviet delegation most disappointing becaus~ it 

failed to take advantage of the changes and the possibilities for agreement which arose 

from the exchange of letters. 

Instead, since Soviet acceptance, or re-acceptance, of the principle of on-site 

inspection the Soviet position in all areas has remained rigid and unnegotiable. On the 

question· of how to pr,,ceed to the n~xt step in our negotiations the Soviet delegation has 

remained adamant.It has insisted that there is onlyone possible way to proceed. The 

Y,lest has been told it must agree to discuss only numbers of on-site inspections, and to do 

it before ell else. · There are, in the Soviet view, no other subjects open to discussion 

with the West. It is clear that the Soviet position as yet allows for no possible 

compromise solutions to this particular procedural deadlock. 

The Soviet position on substance compounds the stal~1ate on how we should proceed. 

The Soviet Union says that in reaching an agreement on tho number of inspections we must 

accept the numbers which it has proposed. Here again there is no semblance of a willingnes: 

to enter into real negotiations; rather it is a sort of 11You give, I take11 proposition. 

It is the kind of negotiation which belies the real meaning of the word. It is a 

position mich is the antithesis of flexibility and willingness to arrive at mutually 

acceptable positions. 

How has the Soviet delegation sought to support that position? The Soviet 

representative has followed three major lines over the past two months. First, he has 
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sought to defend the pr:Jcedur.?.l stand of his del eg:J.tion on tho basi s that the V>Jest 

wished to avoid agreement by enge.ging th0 Conf erence i..11 v.rhat he fr ·Jquently t erms as 11 a 

morass of technical detail. 11 However, that argument collapsed, we :3ubmit, wh en we me.de 

it clear that we agr0ed th2.t t echnicc..l deteil should b8 left to tho treaty draft ers, and 

that it was our urgent ·intent to agree on c.. set of principle s govorning the conduct of 

on-site inspections -- a set of principles which could, of course , muong other important 

elements, include the number of inspections. 

Secondly, the Soviet representative has alle gcd that the United States qnd the United 

Kingdom actually pNposed to the Soviet Union the numbers upon Nhich the Soviet Union now 

insists v-1e must e,gree if there is to be a nuclear test ban treaty. The Soviet 

representative has mP.de sever2.l stateE1cnts about proposals purportedly coming from 

lJilbassador .Arthur H. Dean, but those allege>.tions have been refuted in the record. The 

Soviet representative has quoted fror"l a number of statements made b3r various '\{estern 

representatives in this Conference and elsewhere to try to justify his case. But those 

statements themselves merely sho,r that the t·Test was urging publicly, as well as privately, 

that the Soviet Union return to the principle of obligatory o~-sitc inspection. There 

was no \IJestern suggestion of numbers now prJposed by. the Soviet Union and none appears in 

the verbatim records of any of these Eleetings. The Soviet Union had a clear idea of the 

Western position as a result of President Kennectyts letter to Premier Khrushchev of 

2S December 1962 (ENDC/7 4). It is difficult to see how the Soviet Union cnn continue to 

ignore clear and forthright statements of our position and attempt to stand on mistaken 

allegations of what Western representatives c>.r e supposed to have said. 

Thirdly, and somewhat in contradiction to tho chargo that the '/vest wished to engage 

the Conference in "a morass of technical detail", the .Soviet r epre sentative and his allies 

have dredged up nun1erous misrepresentations of previous Western positions on the technical 

and scientific basis for on-site inspection, toreek to undercut the obvious importance of 

scientific factors irl the question of on-site inspectione. 

We submit that the Soviet representative has failed in this endeavour on a number of 

counts. First, he has never shown what he has sought to show, nflmely, that the \AJestern 

position has ignoredthe relevant scientific and technical factors which make it pOssible 

to form a realistic judger.wnt about the size of a quota of on-site in.spections and about 

the effectiveness of such a quota. 

Secon~, his extensive quotation from Western scientific sources has given credence to 

our pOsition that there will be a number of unidentified events which can be identified 
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only by on-site inspection. The Soviet representative has tended to demolish, every time 

he has quoted from scientific sources, the Soviet argument that national systems, or even 

art international network of national systems, can d etoct and identify every seismic event. 

In this particular question the Soviet delega~ionQnnot have it both ways. Either it 

should show us cleerly its own data to indicate the effectiveness of national seismic 

stations; or its reliance on our data, even to the point of using it to try to disprove 

the Western case, must be considered evidence that there will be some unidentified events, 

and therefore that a number of on-site inspections is actually essential. 

That leads me to the third point. Never in all of the eJmost tvro months of this 

session.has 'the Soviet representative produced any new Soviet scientific data to support 

his case. He has relied entirely on vlestern sources. Soviet data has just not been 

produced; yet we are criticized for allegedly withholding important data. It is true that 

the Soviet representative has quoted from some statements made by Soviet scientists in 

1959 at a meeting of Technical Working Group 2, but those statements themselves tend to 

show that there will be a number of unidentified events which must be inspected in order 

to be identified. 

Let me contrast this SUilliilary of the S.Jviet position with the position which the \'lest 

has presented over the past tvro months. On procedure, we have said we are flexible given 

the fact that we must know vJhe.t it is we are talking about y.Jhen we discuss a particular 

number of on-site inspections. The lvestern position has not been that we should reach 

agreement on all of the r.rrangements for on-site inspections before we can· discuss or 

reach tentative agreement on a quota nUJ.-nber. Rather, we have said, "Let us discuss the 

two questions in parellel"; and that seems to us to be a most reasonable position. lve 

believe that if, in discussing these questions in parallel, we know in general terms what 

arrangements for the conduct of on-site inspections are possible, it will make it easier 

for us to reach agreement on the numbers. But in this question, as in others, flexibility 

cannot be shown just on one side if >ve are to reach on agreement, 

On the question of ·substance, we have clearly stated a number of ~he basic principles 

which we believe should be Gpplied to the cond~ct of on-site inspections. We have not 

insisted on discussion ·;)f minutiae. ~ve have m2.de our position clear on the broad outline 

of the issues concerning the conduct of inspections. 
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In order that th ere 1night be no misunderstanding of our position, the United Kingdom 

and the United States pr0sentod e memorcndum setting forth in some detail the outline of 

their position on on-site inspections. It is before th8 Confer ence as document ENDC/?S. 

We have given the Conference our vi e-v;s on ho-vr events r:,.nd cpicentrcs should be designated. 

We have indicated the crit eria which we believe should govern the designation of events. 

vle have stated our position on hON evet..ts should be selected for inspection. \'le have 

given our view on the size of the area which ought to be subject to inspection. We have 

stated our proposals )n the composition of inspection teru:as, their duties and the 

procedures to be fulfill ed by them. 

So far, unfortunately, we hav0 had no Soviet response to those proposals, nor have 

we been given a cogent reason for the failure of the Soviet Union to respond. ~•Je have not 

asked for an exhaustive response from the Soviet Union, although naturally we should be 

pleased to. have :>ne. lve have merely asked for an indication of which proposals it can 

accept, which it would wish to chonge end in what general way it would wish to change them. 

1ve earnestly urge the Soviet delegation to review its own position to see if there 

is not some small pc>.rticle of flexibility l'klich it can :p1t forward to match the 

flexibility which we in the 1-J'est have shown. 1ve ask the Soviet Union to tell us where it 

stands on the maj<;:>r issues in ~- t0st ban treaty. Only in that '1-To;y can we enter into real 

negotiations so that a treaty can be pr~mptly agreed. 

Mr. TS.i.H.i~PKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)(transl.::.tion from Russian): 

I should like first of all to say a f ew words in connexion \'lith the attempt of Mr. Stelle, 

the representative of the United States, to refut e 1mat was said by the Soviet 

representative at the meeting on 1 i~pril, or, rather, Mr. Stelle's attempts to rGfute 

Senator Humphrey. But he did not succeed in doing so. 

The representative of the United Stat es r eferred to Senator Humphrey's statement 

merely in order to rnisr~prcsent the main substance, the main t enor and spirit of all 

Senator Humphrey's .statements in the Senate on 7 ME.rch. Moreover, Mr. Stolle directly 

misrepresented Senator Humphrey's attitude towards the question of the inspection of small 

nuclear explosions. 
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-I shall take the liberty of exposing the United States representative, lvir~ Stelle, 

by quoting Senator Humphrey's own words taken from his statements as they appear in 

the Senate's official publication, the Congressional Record of 7 March, page 3532. 

Here is what Senator Humphrey said with regard to inspection in ·general, that is, 

what inspection should be applied to. He said that the number of inspections 

should be determined in relation to the total number of highly suspicious events. 

Here are his words: 

{continued in English) 

"The number of inspections is adequate w'h.en one compares the; number with 

the total number of events in the Soviet Union that would be highly 

suspicious." (ENDC/82, p.32) 

{continued in Russian) 

So, in his statement, Senator Humphrey linked the number of inspections with the 

number of highly suspicious events. Such events, Senator Humphrey himself stated, 

·were only events of great magnitude. 

What is his attitude towards the question of inspection in respect of small 

explosions? His attitude is this -- I quote again from the Congression~ Record. 

He said~ 

(continued in English) 

"At one time, the United States proposed to have twelve to twenty inspections 

when it thought that there might be as many as seventy to one hundred 

unidentified underground events equal to a nineteen kiloton explosion. At 

the same time, we proposed not to inspect for three years any event which 

was below this size. In other words, for a three-year period we were willing 

to forego inspection altogether for aJi small underground tests." (ibid.) 

(continued in Rruisian) 

Further, Senator Humphrey said: 

{continued in English) 

WWe presumably are not worried aboutsmall tests any more than we were then1 

when we were willing to forego inspection altogether for all small 

underground tests". 

(continued in Russian) 
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This ie by way of a reply to the representative of the United States. I shall now 

pass on to roy main statement • 

.At one time many people hoped that it would prove possible to reach agreement 

quickly and easily on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests. It cannot be said 

that these optimistic suppositions were groundless. The point is that an 

agreement on the cessation of nuclear weapon tests is not in itself a disarmament 

measure. The implementation of such an agreement will not put a stop to the 

production of nuclear weapons in the arsenals of the nuclear Powers, nor will it lead 

to the destruction of the existing stockpiles of nuclear weapons, and, of course, 

it does not mean the prohibition of nuclear weapons. Consequently, an agreement on 

the cessation of nuclear weapon tests, as such, is a simple measure, easy to carry 

out and not requiring the establishment of a complicated system of international 

control as would have to take place in the case of a treaty on general and complete 

disarmament. That is why many people expected that an agreement op the prohibition 

of nuclear weapon tests could be concluded within two or three weeks. In any case, 

in 1958 none of those who were anxious for the conclusion of such an agreement could 

have even surmised that years would go by a~d that even in npril 1963 there would 

still be no agreement. 

The question of the number of inspections is now, as in previous years, the main 

obstacle in the path to c.n agreement on the prohibition of all nuclear weapon tests. 

We must state most categorically that the Soviet Union now, as before, sees no 

necessity for on-site inspection. Our agreement to the carrying out of two to three 

annual inspections on the territory of the Soviet Union was prompted exclusively by 

the desire to contribute towards removing the remaining differences preventing us from 

reaching agreement on the prohibition of all nuclear weapon t ests. We agreed to a 

quota of two-to-three inspections a year as an additional guarantee of compliance 

with the treaty. 

On .many occasions in our discussions we have dealt with the causes of the 

unsatisfactory state of affairs in our negotiations. Referring to facts, to the 

actions and statements of government l eaders and responsible officials in the 

Administration of the United States , we have shown how the United States is in fact 

blocking the achievement of agreement on the question of inspection. The position 

of the United States on this question bears the stamp of concessions to those forces 
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within the United States which are altogether opposed to any agreement whatsoever 
on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests. Those forces, not wishing to act 

openly in a negative sense at the negotiations in Geneva, are trying to achieve 

their purpose by the tactics of dragging out the negotiations. 

This tactical line has already been carried out over a long period of time and in 

two ways~ first, the representatives of the United States at the negotiations in 

Geneva are piling up more and more obstacles in the patn to an agreement and, second, 

they are persistently trying to lead the negotiations into e morass of endless and 

sterile controversies on organizational, technical and administrative details 

connected with on-site inspection. By acting in this way, the United States has 

succeeded in preve·nting agreement over a period of almost five years of negotiation 

on this comparatively simple and straightforward question. 

The absence of an agreement on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests is not, of 

course, the result of any differences on questions of control. Those measures of 

control over the fUfri.l.ment of an agreement, which have already been proposed here 

as the basis for an agreement and to which I referred once again at the meeting on 

1 April (ENDC/PV.ll6, pp.l6-2.3), are more than adequate for an agreement. Everyone 

realizes perfectly well that the negotiations for an agreement have been blocked over 

a period of many years and are still in a state of deadlock today solely for 

political reasons. We have also spoken a good deal about those reasons. I am 

referring to the policy of the Western Powers aimed at continuing the armaments race 

and intensifying military preparations. 

This p~licy of the vi estern Powers finds its practical application, firstly, in 

the refusal of the Western Powers to disarm, their refusal to agree to the 

implementation of measures that would lead to a diminution or even to the elimination 

of the threat of a nuclear missile war such as the elimination, in the early stages 

of disarmament, of nuclear missiles or their means of delivery 7 secondly, in the 

refusal of the Western Powers to agree to the implementation of Affective measures 

which would help to reduce international tension and create favourable conditions 

for the implementation of an agreement on general and complete disarmament. We are 

referring to the obvious reluctance of the Western Powers to accept the declaration 

on renunciation of the use of foreign territories for stationing strategical means 

of delivery of nuclear weapons (ENDC/75). Similarly, they avoid in every way 

accepting the proposal for the conclusion of a non-aggression pact between the 
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States parties to the Warsaw and the States parties t o the North Atlantic Treaty 

(ENDC/77); thirdly, this policy of the Wc3tern Powers finds expression also in their 

defiantly disdainful attitude towards the appeal of the General Assembly that all 

nuclear weapon tests should cease as from 1 January 1963 (h/RES/1762(XVII)- ENDC/63). 

To this appeal of the General Assembly the United States responded with nuclear 

explosions in Nevada and since 1 January five further nuclear explosions have been 

carried out. The N~O ally of the United States, France, has also made its 

"contribution" to this business and carried out in March a new nuclear explosion in 

.b.frica. That explosion called forth a storm of indignation and anger, not only 

among the peoples of .Africa, on whose soil France is carrying out its nuclear 

explosions, but throughout the world, and it was only among the Western Powers that 

not a single word was uttered in condemnation of _those actions of their ally. 

Fourthly, this policy finds its practical implementation in the f everish measures of 

the Western Powers for the further spreading of nuclear weapons and for further 

increasing the nuclear armaments of the N.bTO bloc. i~e are referring to the United 

Kingdom-United States agreement at Nassau, the recent Franco-West German agreement, 

the meeting of the NATO Council and the journeyings of Ministers and other emissaries 

of the United States for the purpose of building up new NJ~O nuclear forces, and so on. 

That ·is what is really preventing agreement, not only on general and complete 

disarmament but also on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests. 

In this connexion I must remind you of t he negative influence which is being 

constantly exerted in various ways on our negotiations by t hose kno1.,rn in the United 

States as 11brass hats", that is, the people from the Pentagon and the Atomic Energy 

Commission, not to mention such stubborn and determined opponents of an agreement on 

the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests as the '()owerful Uni t ed States corporations 

connected with the production of the latest typesof armaments and known in the 

political life of the country as the United States "mili tary~~industrial complex". 

We all know that these opponents of an agreement i n the United States are not idle 

and are actively using all possible means, all their influence~ i n order to prevent 

agreement. lmd here in the Committee , the r epresentatives of the Western Powers are 

trying to reduce the matter to technical differ ences regording the number of 

inspections, the modalities of inspection and so on . They busy themsel ves wi th 

trying to find all sorts of reseuvations and pretexts which would enable them to carry 

on fruitless negotiations and ther eby evade an agreement. The statement made today 
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by Mr. Stelle confirms this very clearly. I will recall, however, that in October, 

November and December 1962 the Western representatives were trying to persuade the 

Soviet Union to accept two to three inspections a year, and that when the Soviet 

UniQn accepted this, the representatives of the Western Powers beat a retreat. They 

even took the risk of disclaiming their own words regarding the number of inspections. 

They continued to assert that the scientific data available to them required a larger 

number of inspections than two to three. Mr. Stelle has repeated this today. But 

it is no longer possible for the United States representatives to refer to science. 

In insisting on an increased number of inspections, the representatives of the United 

States are simply trying to satisfy the demands of the United States intelligence 

services w~ch are very much interested in every additional inspection. Those 

services are reluctant to let slip the favourable opportunities which would be 

afforded them in connexion with the carrying out of each individual inspection as 

such. It is not for nothing, as you may have noticed, that in the United States~ 

United Kingdom memorandum the great importance of measures in respect of on-site 

inspection is emphasized so categorically (ENDC/78). Each additional inspection on 

the territory of the Soviet Union affords them additional opportunities for 

collecting the intelligence data ir. which they arc interested. 

Later the representatives of the VI estern Powers proposed that we should Jeave aside 

the solution of the question of the number of inspections and the number of automatic 

stations and take up the discussion of various organizationa~, technical and 

administrative details connected with the preparation of a test ban treaty. 

To put it br.:..efly, the representatives of the vlestern Po>Ters are busily trying to 

find weys which will talm us further afield. They are evading an agreement. 

A continuation of this policy is the memorandum, submitted on 1 ~pril by the 

representative of the United States, Mr. Stelle, on behalf of the United States and 

the United Kingdom, dealing with the position of these Powers on the question of the 

prohibition of nuclear weapon tests (ibid). It is appropriate to ask what purpose 

the representatives of tho Western Powers were pursuing in submitting that memorandum 

In any case, the memorandum is not aimed at opening the way to an agreement. 
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The contents of that memorandum shmv the intention of the United States and 

the United Kingdom to persist in maintaining their old position in regard to 

demanding from the Soviet Union an increased number of annual inspections and 

automatic seismic stations. The United States-United Kingdom memorandum emphasizes 

very difinitely the rigid position taken by the vJ'estern Powers on the auestion 

of banning tests. They obviously do not want an agreement. 

The United States-United Kingdom memorandum also shows that attempts are still 

being made by the Western delegations to impose a discussion of technical matters 

on the Committee, so as to avoid taking a decision on the main questions which 

would open the way to the achievement of an agreement. 1;Je can but emphasize once 

again that a discussion of technical details in the absence of agreement on the . 

main questions couldnot lead to any positive results and would be a sheer waste 

of timec 

The representative of the Uni.ted States has on several occasions stated 

t,hat a quota of two to three inspections a year is unacceptable to the United 

States. ¥~. Stelle has said so again this morning. The statements of the United 

States representative leave no doubt that it. would be ~uite useless and even · 

senseless to enter into a discussion of details relating to ins~ection, a discussion 

which the representatives of the ~·!estern Powers so persistently wish to impose 

on the Committee. We must first reach agreement on the quota of inspections and 

the number of 'automatic seismic stations. There is no justification for 

procrastination in .that matter. The Soviet Union has accepted the proposal for 

two to three inspections a year put forward officially and unofficially by the 

Western representatives. Not only was that proposal for two to three inspections 

put forward by the V.Testern side, but it is now fully in accordance with the data 

of the i'l}'estern Powers themselves. Now that the United States has been forced to 

admit that the number of significant seismic events occurrjng in the territory of 

the Soviet Union which might not be identified as natural earthquakes is only about 

a do~en in a whole year, the United States can no longer justify its exaggerated 

dem~d in regard to the number of inspections even by reference to the number of 

seismic events. 

We recall that in speaking in the Senate on 7 March Senator Humphrey stated 

~hat it had previously been estimated in the United States that from 70 to 100 
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significant unidentified seismic events occurred each year in the territory of the 

Soviet Union (ENDC/82, p.32). On the basis of the ratio of 1:5 of inspections to 

unidentified events, which was the ratio established by themselves, the Americans 

insisted on their demand to carry out from 12 to 20 inspections a year on the 

territory of the Soviet Union. Now that it has been established according to 

more accurate United States data that the number of significant unidentified 

seismic events in the Soviet Union is not 70 to 100, but about a dozen in all, 

that is 6 to 8 or even 10 times less than the number which was used by the Americans 

to justify the demand for 12 to 20 inspections a year in the Soviet Union, it is 

obvious that the figure of 12 to 20 inspections should be reduced in accordance 

with the reduction in the number of events, that by 6 to 8 or even 10 times, and 

not by one unit as the United States representatives are trying to do by reducing 

the number of inspections from 8 to 7. This means thatthe number of inspections 

for 10 to 12 significant seismic events a year in the Soviet Union should not exceed 

1,2 or at most 2.5 inspections a year. This calculation is also in strict accordance 

with United States data on the number of such events in the Soviet Union and with 

the ratio of 1:5 of inspections to events as used by the United States. 

As regards seismic events of low magnitude -- I should like to repeat this for 

the special benefit of Mr. Stelle - we noted that. SenatorHumphrey expressed the 

view that the United States is not worried about these events at the present time 

any more than it was some time ago when it proposed not to inspect any underground 

event below 19 kilotons in size, at least for the first three years of the treaty. 

The quota of two .to three · inspe.ctions a year proposed by the Soviet Union 

would be sufficient to serve as a deterrent against any attempt to circumvent an 

agreement. 

As you see, all the conditions for an agreement are present. The only thing 

lacking is good will on the part of the United States. The point at issue now is 

whether the United States will succeed in placing the common interests of mankind, 

which require the cessation of all nuclear tests, above the interests of small groups 

interested in frustrating ail agreement and continuing the nuclear armaments race. 

wbat has been said by Senator Humphrey certainly deserves our closest attention. 

His approach to the problem, the facts and figures adduced by him, as well as his 
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conclusions show that the United States can and should come to an agreement to 

ban nuclear tests on the basis which has already taken concrete shape in the Committee 

and which I mentioned at the meeting on l April. '•!e do not intend, however, to 

display too much optimism in connexion with Senator Humphrey's statements. Above 

all, we note to our regret and surprise that all these admissions and considerations 

of the Senator have not been reflected in any way in the position of the United 

States delegation in the Eighteen-Nation Committee. Until today the United States 

delegation had not uttered a word about these statements of Senator Humphrey1 and 

today it has been compelled to touch upon this matter merely in order to refute. 

Senator Humphrey himself. The delegation of the United States still persists in 

its demand that the Soviet Union should increase t he number of inspections and the 

number of automatic stations, that is, no visible change has taken place in the position 

of the United States. Nevertheless, we are inspired with some hope for an eventual 

agreement by the following thought which Senator Humphrey expressed at the end of 

his speach in the Senate on the 7 }farch: 

liThe arms race, including nuclear testing, is buying the United States 

less security than we would have with effective arms control and disarmament 

agreements, one of which would be an effective treaty banning nuclear 

weapons tests". (ENDC/82, p.36) 

That thought of Senator Humphrey, as well as the facts and data that were 

adduced and the conclusions and infer ence s that wer e drawn in his statement and in 

that of Senator Clark in the Senate on 7 l>farch, may to some extent be regarded as 

a sign that common sense and political perspicacity are appar ently be ginning to 

force their way through and to produce sprouts even in incredibly difficult conditions 

on the stony ground of th~ United States Senate . We can only express the· hope that 

now the United States will not make us wait a long time and will make it possible 

for us to achieve an agreement in the near future, 

The CHAifuY~ (United Kingdom): I should like to speak now as representative 

of the United Kingdom. I shall be as brief as possible. 

Today we are again discussing .a nuclear test ban. I have listened with care 

to the statements we have already heard this morning. At the close of his speech 

our Czechoslovak colleague, with a modesty which I found altogether charming, said 
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that it might be said that his statement contained nothing new. That was a very 

generous admission from a speaker at this Conference. I feel sure that, with the 

same candour, he 1~uld agree that exactly the same wns true of the speech to which 

we have just listened. Indeed it is difficult for any r epresentative speaking on 

this subject at the present time to say anythin8 very new as long as we are not 

able to enter into serious discussion of the problems which still remain outstanding. 

The United States and ti1e United Kingdom have tried very hard at this session to 

engage our Soviet colleague in serious discussion to enable us to eliminate as many 

as possible of the points of difference still dividing us. Unfortunately our Soviet 

coll~ague has refused to agree to that and has sought to concentrate entirely on one 

particular issue, namely, the number of on-site inspections. Today he has gone over 

a whole range of arguments, all directed towards that same point and he has charged 

the TJJost, in the course of his remarks, with all sorts of sins. First he claims . that 

we are not serious in wanting agreement, and then he claims that we are all 

militaristically inclined and that we arc seeking to build up the arms race and not 

to eliminate it. Yet in the same breath he tells us that of course a test ban treaty 

would not in itself be a disarmament provision, and that its effects would not .be very 

great. I do not agree with him that its effects would not be very great. I think 

the psychological effect would be. enormous if we could achieve an agreement on a 

test ban treaty, and I believe that we can and should reach an agreement. I believe 

that the difference between us now is so small, in spite of what our Soviet colleague 

has just been saying, that it really is our duty to find some way of eliminating it. 

I continue to hope that we can have discussions on the various ancillary matters 

still outstanding. Hmvever, if our Soviet colleague is det ermined that "~<TO must first 

of all get rid of the basic problem of tha difference in numbers, then I suggest it 

is incumbent on him, and on him ·alone, to make some move forward to enabla us to 

do so. If he is arguing that it is the vital point that divides us, if he . is arguing 

that the Ttlest is showing no flexibility, then let him show some flexibility and let 

him move tm,yards us. I think that is incumbent on him in the light of all he has 

said to us. 

It is really a mere waste of the Conference's time for him to come forward with 

statements such as his statement this morning ~hat the Soviet Union had accepted the 
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proposal for two to three on-site inspections which he said had been "put forward 

officially and unofficially by the '!estern representativesrr (Supra, p. 26). Really, • i 

with the greatest respect to our Soviet colleague, he must lmow that that statement 

is a complete distortion of the facts. We have been through this so many times that 

there is really no point in reiterating statements of that kind. I would ask him to 

come back to the facts of life and not to live in a dream world of his own. That 

really is necessary if we are to make progress. 

It is perfectly well knmm what the lvestern position is, just as it is perfectly 

well known what the present Soviet position is. The rather pathetic attempt all 

the time to find some ~~iestern personality, some :.,[estern newspaper, some T.IJestern 

source which can be quoted back against the official T,vestern position seems to me, 

again, a waste of this Conference's time. Of course I realize that our Soviet 

collE:agues, living in a community of the type in which they live, perhaps attach 

cx-:> .. ggerated importance to statements emanating from unofficial so'Ul'ces in other 

countries -- because, of course, if such statements were to appear in their own 

country it would certainly cause quite a stir. One has to realize there is a difference 

of background here. But I would encourage our Soviet colleague to stimulate more 

free expression of opinion in his own country and then we can have the pleasure of 

quoting back at him some statements of that kind. But they really do not get one 

anywhere.· The official positions of the hro sides are lmown. The position of the 

West is known to reside firrr~y on the best scientific assessment we can get. If 

our Soviet colleague says that that scientific assessm£nt is wrong, then it is up to 

him to come forward and show us a better one; not by repetition of what somebody 

somewhere said, but by meeting us here, and by having Soviet scientists meet ours 

here in order to achieve once more an agreed position. That is the only way to solve 

a difference of opinion of this kind if he is basing himself on this as the reason 

why the Soviet Union should not move any further forward. 

Our Soviet colleague has told us again this morning the nld story about the 

interest of the intelligence services in the "'Jest in stepping up the number of 

on-site inspections. Really, I thought we had heard the last of that. If the 

Soviet Union can accept three on-site inspections without risk to its security 

through intelligence gains on the "ther side, then I have still to l earn why the 

acceptance of seven would so completely undermine its position. These arguments 
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a-::~ Ii,'6i -tana:b.ls . .'frlld-- -i~think .tt..-.is a grea.ty pity they are continually put forward, 

p~icularly llihen'·· our ,soviet · colleagUe .~acc.uses· the .west :or using "tacti~s of 

r:~o~:n.st:inet.ton" :(El'-1 .. 00/PV .119/.Provi:ad:onal:; p·. ·46}. If·' lwer.e .. searching rn;y raind .for a 

~ :;.:.~·n·Lption of oui- Soviet colleague.'s spe.ecn.thi.s mornillg the word "procras1;~ationn, 

l:l:.:1.ch he has so kindly given me, fits it .be~.r than anything ·elee I couJ.d hope to · 

t':1.~.:1. · r:a·aays the West is piling up new ·obstacUes·-t .o acreement. But the West is. not: 

tt::l West is· tey!ng· to elucidate the · poiiit-s . ·ot difference, to show exactly .wJ;l~~e they 

e::;:i..s1i rind to 'find some me~ns of ·gett!ng over them. :· I ~ wish our Soviet colleague would 

Joi::l us ii'l -that ·endeavour. Ev'e1· -cfn:ce we re-ass~.,mbled here in February w.e lulve bGen 

going -over the same grotind •. t do hope .'our·soviet colloo.gue can corue ~orward ~gh 

c::!!lES trash-'proposal e-ither ~to discuss the modalities with us and reach agreement where 

possible~ or '~to show us li6w tleXible -and h~'f serious and ready ·for agreement the 

r.oviet Uni.o'l edn· be. . t . ;~ .. ' 

The S6Viet representative made the charge again that the mamol'Blldum (ENDC/78} we 

produced'last week merely showed how· the Uil.ited States and tho United El.ngdom.- were 

edhering stilbboml.y·'to ~their old positions . (supra. p .. 2.6):.. · It .is rathe.r incredible · 

to me ;that tha-t :.-aort of · charge. should be ltlade, because the memOrandum was brougb.t 

fol'WB.rd to show the position we ha:Ve ll.ow reached on the .. Western side. We thought it ' 

would be helpful to· the Conference as a whole· to have the· opporttmity of seeing 

pr$oiscly' What our posi tlon is. It would be very helpful if we could. have a similarly 

clear :statement of the Soviet :,union position on the Va.rious aspects covered in our 

InC!i\::lrandum. 

In the course of his speech this morning our Czechoslovak colleague said that the 

stric't · s~t:em of secrecy in the field o-f · ·seismology bandcutts tlwso who s_~k to 

achieve a·te'st ·ban'" 't~ty (S"-1.pra. ·-p.ll~~ ~' At · that·,retage he had been quoting subetantially 

and I 8m not quite·. su.re .. whether those· were-' his own·words .or a: quotation. If it was a 

quotation, he was showing agreement With those , wordS. I agree. very much with hinr that 

euch a strict system of ·secrecy is:· disadvailtage.Ous and so ~ - hope v.et-Y·muob that, ~·if' 

he does hold that view, · he · will talk· eer16usly to ·his Soviet · colleague ·atter this 

ms:)ti.Dg and· encourage him ta try to . get . rid· ·of this system of secrecy concerning 

dovelopments ··in· Soviet seiami·o researehj''ba·cause clearly, if he does hold ·:thlit ' View, 

thGn he must ahare my view that 1 t would help if tho Soviet Union were to tell us just 

h-:m far it has progressed and explain to us how it can 1dentif'y all the unidentifiable 
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e '. onts which we in the West still hold exist. I shall welcome support on this matter 
. . 

from another adhereb.t, and .it he and I together could wcirk on our Soviet colleague 

we might m&ke · some progress and so possibly get a meeting ot scientists to discuss 
. . 

these matters~ . That indeed~ woUld be helptul. 

Coming back to the main · question ot nUmbers, I was a 'little puzzled when our 

Soviet colleague in the · colirse ot his speech talked about two to three inspections 

being an additional guarantee · (supra. p.22). · He 8mphasized the word "additional". 

But additicmal to what? • Addi'tional to what the Soviet Union claims can be done? Not 

additi6Dal to anything that we knoW. ·. OUr position is still quite clear. It is that 

we do not know how ·to identity all those events, so that this cannot be an additional 

guarantee to 8nybod7 until we can all be assured on tbilt point. And so one keeps 

coming baok to the same position concerning the difference between our two sides. 

I . said I would not take too much ot the · canmi itee 's time, but · I did teel it 

necessar;r to ·comment on the last statement to which we have just listened, because 

1t we are going to make progress we must be wllling to t8lt t :ogethe; about the issues 

that divide U3. We in the west have done our best; we bave tried in tliis conu11ittee 
. . 

to bring forward the various issues. We b&ve formally submitted a .-document to the 

Conferenc-e, and all we get is the sort ot reaction which we had this morning. I can 

only regret that, but I hope we shall 'ilave t'urther and more · ettecti ve discussion which 
. . 

will carry wi-forward to agreement in due course. rn· view ot the hour, . I shail not 

prolong my remarks. 

Mr. LALL (India): I too shall be extremely brief. I intended to be brief 

in 8J17 case, but in View ot the latsess ot the hour I shall be even briefer. 

I shoUld like to begin my remarks, into which I am going to inject a certain 

-:-ht tor the · oonslderatiOn. particularly ot the delegations ot the two co-Chairmen, 

c~' - ... ··1Dg· attenti<m to parts ot two statements which we heard today. I shall take 

first a tn words trblri ·the · statement ot Mr. Kurka, the Czechoslovak representative, 

as he was the first to speak. We were very glad to hear him say (supra. p.13 ) that 

our negotiations are already near to our oommon goal. H8 made that remart towards 
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. l • • , ·:· . . • • • . -

the end ot his -statement, and I would hope that it expresse_S' nqt on+y ,llis Vi~ .but. 
: • : -· . '~fh ...._., ., ~· I 1· ,. • • ' •\• •• 6;, ~ , , ' ' ' ', ·· • ~ - .. 

the view ot everyone 1n th,is room that our negotiatiOns on a test b,BJ?. ~ p~r t _o 
_ ~ . • • • ' ' ' I • ., •' , , ' h • • ' 

our oommon goai. Remarks ,are sometimes made round thi.s ·-table whi~h s.eem .to_ suggest . 
. -· . " . . ' . . . . . . :~-- .. . ' ' •' . . . . . :-. .·.. .. _: :' ·. . : . . . . ..: . .. . 

that that is-not our common goal; and that we are not ne~;r._ .it, but ~e _were ve_ry glad 

to hear Mr. Idirica ,·a r~rk~ ~ith - wlli~h we are in entire a~ement.. - . -
' ' · -, ~ . , .'' :. • , . -:-: ; · , . ; ' . ,_ I ·. ~· . , . , · , · -~. ·._ .. .. ; _' •f.,~ ' ·, :;_ ."}~ ...,; 

-- ·Then I come ·to your statement, l,ir. Chairman, U,.,whicb you said (~. P·29) . tn,.t 
.-'. • . . •. . : . '1 ,. '. ·:. • . ; • ,.. . ; 

·-we· 'can and· should reach agre~ent beeause the difterence betwee.n_ us i~ ~o .. ~. We 

were veey giad~ -i:a~eed that y~~ voic~d that sentiment.. Aga~,_we. en~irel:y ~gree wi~~ 
.· . . . '·. . . . 

it. May I say ~~t we also -~ree with the sentiment 70u JC?;ic:_,d that the . 

pa:yohological ettect ot a test ban would be enormous. , We d9_ nQt _ W,ke th.' :view ,tbat ,. 
' • ' : ., • _. . ~ • , ' ', • . • : .': • ' • .. ) • ' · . I • 

a test ban now would be a small matter, because though it Iqght 'be intr~si.e~ 
. . '' .. . .... .. :· .. ~ . ' . : . ' ; ' . ' : . ' : ' . . . . ;: .. ..: . '. . . ·. :,.. . ; '. . ·: .' . . . . • . . . ' . . . 

small ita signitioance to our tuture work would . certainly be. very- gr.~~ i.Jldeed .• .. . 

Indeed, ~ t~l : tha~ ,. ev~" intr~aieall;·· i~ would ~e a~ iJnp()~t step tortra;d because 
. •. ·. . , .. ·: . ·. . . : ·. • . .. ' • . . . •. ;. . ' . • ::;.. :} ·~-~ .:· ·· .. . ~. ... . ·h. 

tests li8ve been 'oontiDui.DS, hundreds ot nuclear tests have .l?!en made" _they are an 
·. ~: . . . . ' ' ; ; ' ' . .. . . .· . 

important a-spect · ot the JD8Jlitestations ot the arms race, and to stop testing would 
·. . · .. · . . ···j· ..... . ·. . ..... ·.·· .. ·.. . 

in it.selt be a most significant step torwa~. 

In tb8t cOnn.exion :i shouid like to turn tor a moment to the agreement ot 
' .. : . ~ . 

.. ·~ 
prillciple which •s reached at the end ot our meeting on 5 April, and which is 

I " . , • , . . , ~ , ' · . • . ' , . ... . , 

recorded in the statements made then as they appear in tJle verbatim record (E,l'JDC/PV .118). . . : .. ... , ' . ; ., 

I should like to draw attention to the statement made by ~lr. Tsarap1dn .in Vlh~ch .. ~e 

aaid: 

"The Soviet Union is ready ~~ agree iDII~~diately,_ :with_o~t waiting tor 

general &nd COmplete disa:rnBm8nt I tO the establishment Of a -"cfire.Ot 
. · :· .. · · . · . . . · ' · ~ ·~ ~.I .f : . --:: •.. 

telephone or telet)'Pe communications line between the governments o~ .... _ ... . 
··:· .. . ~···· . ··· . : ~ · .. . · ·~ .. ~ : . · ·: · · .·~.. . · . _ . .\ • ... :• ' '. ''' 

the Soviet Union and t.~~- ~nited s~~e-~~" (~bid., _p.52) 
,1 :· r :. 

Then, Mr. Stelle, speaking tor the United States delegation, said: 
. . .. . . . '• . .. .. ··· ;. .. . . . . . I. :: . . ~ . . 

··"the United States welcomes wa~y the statement mde_ by the . Soviet 
;· . . • . . . . . . •' . ' . =. ' . • ~ . ~ .. .. . 

rep:N'sentat-i ve this morning tba'ti the Soviet Union is re(ldy to oonside~ 
. ... .. .. ·." . · :- .. . • . 

favourably the Unit~d States . proposal tor the estab~ishmen~ ot ~ dir~9t . 
~cation link b8t~e~·-~;\wo Go~e~ents: As -I list~~ed to··.-t .. 

2 
Mr. T~rapkb said abou( o~ ;;~~~ it ~p~d to me.- ~.~ hi~· ;remarks . 

• ~ • . · ~ ! , . · •.• . ·:· ·. , . • .. ·: ' : · · ··: .~·i::- ·:: .: ,;,;.;·:-·· ·.. . / .·. ' .. ; ~ . .. : . 
fitted well wi-th what we batl p?Ope.Sad." (ibid., p.55) 

.. :. ::- . .. .. .. . . . : · .. : :/ :· 
. ~ . ' , : . .. - ..... ·· · 

. . .,; 

~: ..... 
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We realize that your Gove.rnment ri-S also :l,.nvolv;ecl, :Mr. Chairman,. l)ut s.ince this 

particular matt.er is so framed we should like to.;~st to the two GOvernments 

chiefly .involved that there would be no better use of' the agre$.ment td·· have a.direct 

connnunications link between tlie two Governments ;than i~ they would use that link 

:lninediately to achieve a tefft b&n. We suggest· that the agreem~t in · lJl"inci~le 

reached on 5 April is most oppo~ttine because it tits into the immediate requirements 

of' the test· baD issue; it fits into the need which has .been expressed here, and w~ch 

luis been strongly voiced by all the non-alignEtd delegations in particular, that 

there should be no delay 1n reaching a · test ban agreement. 

·It might take a few days tor them to , instal~ . ~he direct teletype system which .. 

they have ·agreed · in principle to have -for :dealing w1 th urgent situations, . so I W011l.4 , 

go further and suggest that they . $Quld prqduce for . this Conf'e~p.ce ~d (9J:O the . ~rld . -

and much more for the world than for this Conference ~ a . test ban agreement based 

on the spirit of' that agreement whiQh. they have reached ;-egarding direct communicati~. 

They know that that is what is needed of' them; the:v know. that the world demands .,it of' 

them; they know that all the non-aligned eountries pres~~t at this Conference hold 

that view vecy st·rongl.y. They know .our views in detail, and. so do you, Mr. Chairman. 

We hope that you will . support this suggestion of' ours that, in the spirit of' the 

· · agreement which they:· reached on Friday, they · should· be duty bound ~o use the. new 

communication system -- and the idea behind it .even before they have that system --. 

to present us w1 th a test ban agreement. 

Mr. MACOVESCU . (Romania): · , Having in mind the need t~ end our mee_ting in 

due time, I pl"'Olise to speak for a lDB.Ximum of' two m-inutes. 

I carefully read the speech ~d_e' by Senator Humphrey in the Un1. ted States 

Senate of 7 :March (ENDC/82), anti I · drew from it conclusi~ .. w:h.ich are in keeping With 

those arrived at by other socialist delegations and expressed in this CoJI!IIlittee. Today 

I have learned tbat the representative Q~ the United states is contestpl~ those 

conclusions • . In view of that .. it seenw that not.all the delegations present h~re are 

1n possession of'· the same text·, and. I : :t'lc;>nder whether the representative. 9f' the.pnited 

States would find :it feasible to ask thfll Secretariat to circ\llate Senator Hump~ey's 

speech of 7 March as a Conference .docwnent. I .shoul(\ be ve~ grateful ~9 tb,e,.United 

States representative it he could tell us his views on this suggestion • 

. . ,_ .... ... -·-- ---~--- ---
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Hr. TSARAPK.llJ (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from 

Russian)~ I should like to say a fe1.-1 i-IOrds by way of reply. The first thing I 

cannot leave unanswered is that part of the statement made by the representative of 

the United Kingdom in which~ obviously abusing the right of the representatives here 

to speak on anything they like~ he accused the representative of the Soviet Union of 

distorting the position of the /lestern PoVJers on the question of the number of 

inspections. But I should like to point out to the representative of the United 

Kingdom that. I VIas quoting the statements of :tvir. Godber, Sir Nicbael Wright and 

Mr. Stevenson from the verbatim records. I added nothing of ffiY own; I did not put 

anything of~ own into their mouths. But what I read from the verbatim records 

shows quite clearly that those gentlemen made an appeal tO the Soviet Union to agree 

to two to three inspections a year. In this connexion I should like to say that if 

anyone bas distorted the position of the western Powers it is certainly not the 

person who quoted those statements; it is those who tried to co!nment'on· them in a 

different sense and as an afterthought. I think the matter is clear. 

Now, speaking as the representative of the United Kingdom, ~~. Godber VIas puzzled 

as to why we regard inspection as an additional guarantee and asked "additional to 

VJhat? 11 1'1y reply is ; an additional guarantee, of course, to national systems, becau;:;e 

we consider -- and this now seems to be acknowled~ ~ everyone -- that control over 

an agreement on the cessation of nuclear weapon tests must be based on national 

systems. Of course, Mr. Godber, I take into account the fact that you were hot 

present at the meeting of 1 April> during which1 in the course of my statement, I 

dealt in considerable detail VJith the serious changes which have taken place in the 

national detection system of the United States ~nd to W'hich Senator Humphrey referred 

in his statement in the Senate on 7 l1arch. For your convenience I can remind you, 
. ' . -~. . 

Mr. Chairman, and noi; only as Chairman but also as th~ representative of the United 

Kingdom, of the following words spoken by Senator Humphreyin the.Senate · on 7 March ~ 

11 ••• our detection capability 11 --he was referring to the United 

States detection system -- 11 is much greater than the press baa led 

us to believe on the basis of the information it has received from 

the U.S. Governm.entil • . (ENDC/82. p.20) 
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11 ••• the results in 3 years of research are phenomenal II 

(ibid.~- ·:p·.-2z.r- · · ·~ ·-

I draw your attention to the word 11phenomenal 11 • 

Finally, it is also known that in a statement made in the United States Senate~ 

the Secretary of State, Mr. Ruskjl speaking of the United States capability to detect 

violations of a nuclear test ban, said that this capability is greater than can be 

dis closed. 

These hints, half admissions and direct statements regarding the extraordinary 

effectiveness of the national detection system of the United States are sufficiently 

eloquent confirmation of the fact that control on this basis would be effective and 

that inspection can be regarded merely as an additional guarantee also within the 

limits which we have indicated and which we have proposed. 

The CHAIRMAN (United Kingdom) g I call on the representative of the United 

States, who wishes to exercise his right of reply. 

Mr. STELLE (United States of America) ~ In response to the question put by 

the representative of Romania, I would say. that my delegation would be very happy to 

make available to the Secretariat the text of Senator Humphrey's speech .made on the 

floor of the Senate on 7 March this year. As is common practice, the Daily 

Congressional Record containing that speech by Senator Humphrey contains also certain 

interpolations made by other Senators during Senator Humphrey's statement which I 

think should be included too to make Senator Humphrey's statement clear. Therefore, 

we shail make available to the Secretariat the tex.t of Senator Humphrey 1s statement 

of 7 March and the interpolations made during the course of that statement. 

I referred earlier to a statement by Senator Humphrey appearing on page 3532 of 

that Daily Congressional Record. Mr. Tsarapkin also referred to that page, and in 

fact his quotation from Stnator Humphrey was precisely the quotation I gave in my 

statement. We were speaking from the same portion of the same text, and I believe it 

can be left to representatives to read both statements and to see 'Whether they 

conclude --as I confidently believe they will-- that Senator Humphrey's actual 

statements refuted the misinterpretation of them which I believe was made by the. 

Soviet and other Eastern delegations, or whether, as Mr. Tsarapkin claims, what 

Senator Humphrey said refuted Senator Humphrey. 
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The CHAIRMAN (United Kingdom): I hesitate to take any .more of the 

Committee's time, but I really must say one word as represent~tive of the United Kingdom, 

following what our Sovi_et colleague said .a few minut~s ago. From the interpretation. 

I understood him to say ,-- al~hough I hope he did not -- th~t I was abusing my position 

as. Chairman. . That would be a very unfortunate thing indeed, and I hope it was not what 

he said. I understood him to say it in relation to my comments about his earlier 

speech in w.h.lch he said iha~ t .he Soviet Urrlon had accepted proposals of two to three 

annual inspections put forward b.oth officially and unofficially by the West. I .denied 

that t~t was so; I derv . i .t again now • . In fact, th€. poi~t has. bee~ gone over in this 

Committee so many times that I. really do not thipk it is necessary to go in1;.o it B;gain 

in detail. l1Y' own comments on it, .and .those of my United S~ates colleague, are on 

record fro'm previous dis.cussions• They show qu,.te clearly that the charge is incorrect 

and that, in fact, the statem.ent.s in question were made in conditions where they were 

fully qualified by ot~er statements. Again, it is a matter of taking quotations out 

of the record and not giving them in their true connotation. 

I hope that that will suffice for the moment, but. if the charge is brqught up 

again I shall then feel bound to weary members o.f the Comm.i ttee once more with a full 

repetition. But ;r hope th~t our . Soviet colleagu~ will not persist in his ·.claim tho.t 

I have in any way abused my position a~ Chairman of this Committee. That is a charge 

which I ~o and must reject. 

Mr. KURKA (Czechoslovakia) (translation from Russian): I do not intend to 

delw the Committee wit.h polemics, and there.fore I . shall limit myself ~o a few remarks. 

·r am~·-· -of co\ir.se;· very-glad, Mr. Chairman, that you gave rour kind ~tte~tl~n to my 

statement EJ,nd I am also very glad that you were . not in a. position t.od.ay to say anything 

new, although you may not _ show the same measure of mode~ty as I did in my statement. 

Ho~ever) _that is not what I wish to . speak about. . Perhaps, owing to an .erroneous

interpretation you did not understand that part of ~ statement wbere I S.poke about 

being handcuffed in the field of se.ismology. Of course, _ tpa. t is a refer~nce to . . 

Senator Hump}:lrey' s statement.; You are, perhaps, well acquainted with the text of that . . . . 
stateme~t in which he sincerely complained ~hat a strict system of secreey e?ncerning 

scientific data in the field of seismology in the United States handcuffed all those 
. . ' . . 

who are interested in that question. I B.l)1 saying that merely for the purp?se . of 

clarification. I do not think I can _take a positive attitude towards your wish that I 
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(Mr. Kurka, Cz6choslovakia) 

should exert an influence on Mr. Tsarapkin and ask him to supply you wish certain scientific 

data of the Soviet Union. You will -remember quite well, Mr-. Chairmn.n:, ·that at the 

·seventeenth session of the United Nations General Assembly, when you yourself also spoke 

about the terrible responsibility which the Soviet Union was taking upon itself by 

withholding publication of certairi methods of detection~ · Mr. -zorin gave you a clear 

answer when he said that the present relations between States did not allow of 

information in the field of nuclear weapons being freely exchanged or of supplying one 

another with information on the system of detection or verification. That is what 

Mr. Zorin said (A/C.l/PV.l246, p.61). But you, Mr. Chairman, are, of course, well 

aware that the point is not whether the governments of some Rarticular Powers consider it 

possible or convenient to publish this or that scientific information. We must base 

ourselves on a realistic point of view. The point iS how they use that scientific 

information f or the purposes of our negotiations; that'is the gist of the question: 

whether they use that information for the purpose of achieving a generally-acceptable 

agreement or for the purpose of preventing progress in our negotiations by putting 

forward demands unacceptable"to the other side. I drew attention to that part of 

Senator Humphrey's statement in which he essentially admits that the United States 

possesses sufficient scientific information to enable the United States, I would say, 

without difficulty and without prejudicing its security, t o give a positive response to 

the important political conces.:Jion made by the Soviet Union. It is t o that part of ' 

Senator Humphrey's statement tha t I drew part icular attention. 

to say for the purpose of clarification. 

That is all I wished 

Mr. TSARAPKIN (UOion of Soviet S~cialist Republics) (translation from Russian): 

I wish to make the matter clear. In iny sta tement I did ·not 'refer to yo·u in your · 

capacity as Chairman of our meeting t oday. I must say that no criticism applies t o 

you as Chairman of our Conference. You are courteous and considerate enough. But the 

point .is tho.t when you bsgin t o speak as the r epresentative of the United Kingdom, you 

immediately undergo o. transformation. And in this r espect I should like t o repeat who.t 

I said, namely, that you obviously abused the right of the r epresentatives of States 

her e t o speak on anything they like , when you accused the Soviet representative of 

distorting the position of the Western Power s , wher eas I quot ed word f or word your own 

statement and the statements · made by Mr. · Stevenson and Sir Michael Wright on the question 

of inspection. I shoUld like t o make this quite clear for the record so that Mr. Godber 

should not harbour the slightest doubt about my at t itude t'owards him as Chairman of our 

Confer ence . 
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The CHA.IRJ.IffiN (United Kingdom): I am very grateful for that reassurance, 

and feel that my Soviet colleague still has confidence in me as Chairman if in no other 

way. 

Does any other representative wish t o address the Committee? If not, I might just 

touch upon one point before proceeding to the communique. On Wednesday we shall of 

course be returning to the consideratio~ of general and complete disarmament, nnd there 

is before the Conference the report which is to be submitted to the United Nations. It 

would perhaps be appropriate for any discussion of that report to be held at the 

beginning of business on Wednesday before we turn to other matters. 

The Qonference decided to issue the fo.}.lowing communique: 
' < . • . ... . ' .. .. •.' . • .. - .. ... . . 

"The Col1£erence of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disa.rmama.nt 

today held its one hundred and nineteenth plenary meeting in the Palais 

oes Nations, Geneva, under the chairmanship of Mr. Godber, the 

representative of the United Kingdom. 

"Statements were made by the representatives of Czechoslovakia, 

the United States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, India and 

Romania. 
11 The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Wednesday, 

10 April 1963, at 10.30 a.m .• " 

The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m. 




